ECG Interpretation: An Appraisal of this Clinical Skill
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The first documentation of an ECG recorded from a human was over 125 years ago [1]. Still today, despite the development of many new investigative techniques, an essential part of any cardiovascular assessment involves an ECG recording. Unlike pathology specimens and the images produced by modern techniques, which are always formally reported by trained and tested professionals, ECGs are most commonly reported and acted upon by front-line personnel who have had no formal training in, and no assessment of competency in, ECG interpretation [2]. The ubiquity of the ECG recording has led to a condescension of its clinical application. In addition, the transition from analogue to digitally acquired ECGs enabled automated computer analysis of the ECG to assume a larger role in diagnostic interpretation affecting the requirement for competent human deciphering of the ECG tracing [3-5]. Research has highlighted the impact over-reliance on computerised ECG interpretation can have in patient care [6]. Consensual recommendations that all computerised interpretation of ECG tracings should be subjected to “over reading” prior to any clinical decisions on care is compromised given that 33% of ECG interpretations reported by humans in clinical practice contain errors of major importance [4]. During ECG tracing analysis the “decision making” element is reported as the most common error due to the cognitive processes involved in ECG interpretation [7-9]. As a method of reducing variations of perception and cognition during the ECG reporting process Breen., et al (2017) designed an ECG reporting smart form (ANALYSE) [10] that an interpreter could populate with important ECG waveform measurements prompted through a “command orientated/driven” format and that corresponded to a universal ECG measurement dataset (ACC/AHA Recommendations for the standardisation and interpretation of the electrocardiogram).

Comprehensive systematic approaches to patient safety has led to an increase in efforts to improve medical error detection and prevention [11]. Within the domain of ECG recording incorrect positioning of ECG electrodes, erroneous connection of ECG leads and varying patient postures during ECG acquisition can significantly impact an ECG recording by falsely indicating an emergent abnormality or the requirement to administer therapeutic interventions. The different problems arising from incorrect electrode placement are directly related to the fact that standard 12-lead electrocardiography requires the correct placement of 10 individual electrodes [12]. This number of electrodes may constitute a source of error. ECG diagnoses are valid, only if electrodes are placed in correct anatomic locations, lead wires are attached to the appropriate electrode and the recording is of good technical quality. In certain clinical settings, alternative ECG recording with simplified electrode placement is performed. Although any change in standard electrode positioning causes ECG wave alterations, this has minimal effect in continuous cardiac monitoring where the objective is to detect alterations in cardiac rhythm [13].

Patients who are obese and the female gender have been identified as common reasons for ECG electrode misplacement due to an inability to appropriately palpate anatomical bony landmarks for correct electrode placement. Obesity is a major health issue, reaching epidemic proportions in the western world and it has been estimated that “One-fifth of adults worldwide will be obese by 2025” [14]. The correlation between an increased prevalence of obesity and a rise in the number of obese patients requiring medical imaging has been explored in a study by Uppot., et al. 2006 [15] where dictated radiology reports over a 3-year period were assessed retrospectively for the phrase “limited due to body habitus”. The authors concluded that there was a positive correlation with a progressive increase
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in the number of “obesity-compromised” reports. This editorial proposes that ECG related errors are mitigated through quality control measures and the need for focused training and continuing education of professionals involved in the recording of routine and research ECGs such as through use of the Electrode Misplacement Simulator (EMS) [7]. Most textbooks and ECG learning media devote little attention to inadequate ECG recordings, meaning the first encounter a novice experiences of challenges to ECG interpretation is during clinical scenarios with actual patients [16].

Within the UK and Ireland there are no formal national programmes for “training” in ECG interpretation or for the assessment of ECG interpretation skills. Numerous institutions and universities teach ECG interpretation using their own protocols and techniques. Inevitably, the standard of ECG interpretation across professionals is highly variable and is often extremely poor. There remain no established standard methods for “teaching” ECG interpretation or reporting ECG findings that are evidence based [5,17]. Within the literature, teaching of ECG interpretation mostly occurred through lecture formats (75 - 90%) supplemented by small group practical teaching (44% - 78%) with ECG interpretation rehearsal representing the main learning activity [5,17]. In contemporary medical and health professional training programs, the need to establish competence in interpretation of an expanding plethora of diagnostic imaging technologies such as C.T., M.R.I and ultrasound, the time formerly devoted to teaching ECG interpretation has greatly diminished [18].

An important aspect about the ECG, compared to other “medical image sources” is that it is a graphical recording of the heartbeat; the ECG signal and waveforms represent temporal processes of the electrical activity coordinating the heartbeat recorded as deflections from the baseline [19]. Memorising abstract signals, such as the shape of the ECG complexes, and associating them with disease processes has become a preferred format for teachers and learners [20]. Expert performers “bypass their natural processing limitations by acquiring special knowledge structures that function as associations between encoded information and retrieval cues in long-term memory” [21]. This view specifically states that experts with at least 10 years of experience in a domain only differ to non-experts by how efficiently they process information directly related to their field of experience. When clinical scenarios are frequently encountered in practice, experienced practitioners will acquire patterns (schema) that allow them to recognise and draw on stored memories of each scenario, so to provide appropriate reactions. The expert ECG interpreter therefore reviews an ECG with no apparent pattern or rule based system. A gestalt analysis of the ECG waveforms activates previous processed memories (schema), with the expert efficiently and accurately reflecting on their repertoire of experience to refine their diagnosis.

Education offered via the Internet, commonly referred to as electronic or e-learning is common place in academia [10]. Learning programmes that use the Web offer students more opportunities to learn at their own pace outside conventional working times, thereby reducing travel time and costs. The ubiquity of the internet has an increasing impact on higher education and the way students access information for learning. Given that students and clinicians often use Internet resources as an adjunct in clinical practice the Author was part of a team that evaluated the veracity of Google images that could potentially be used by clinicians to guide the positioning of ECG electrodes [22]. The quality of web-based images, included for this study, illustrate ECG electrode placement poorly. Neither the accuracy of electrode positions or the utility of the schematics are suitable to guide clinicians in the accurate recording of the 12-lead ECG. A national guideline, in pursuit of promoting excellence in the recording of 12 lead ECGs was published by the Society for Cardiological Science and Technology (SCST). This guideline explicitly informs of best practice for 12 lead ECG acquisition and is an adopted format across educational institutions within the UK and Ireland [12].

**Future Recommendations**

There are a number of areas for future development within ECG acquisition and interpretation. Firstly, approaches to reduce ECG acquisition errors through reduced ECG recording lead sets could minimise the incidence of lead connection misplacement and subsequent interpretation error. Examples of reduced ECG leads sets include the simple 3 electrode bipolar monitoring format and the common 5 electrode monitoring lead format and are commonly adopted ECG recording placements for individuals being monitored during medical or surgical procedures, for the admission of anaesthesia pre-operatively, during recovery postoperatively and through telemetry whilst an
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inpatient on a hospital ward. An additional advantage to this approach is the simplification of the palpable bony landmarks compared to those of the standard 12 lead ECG, which are much more anatomically complicated and challenging for individuals performing this skill. A particular ECG recording format, EASI lead system, enables the acquisition of a full 12 lead ECG, with a patient wearing only 5 recording electrodes. Secondly standardising the body posture position for ECG recording could further reduce artifacts of 12 lead recording and enhance patient care. Thirdly, the integration of widespread formal training, testing and re-training of healthcare professionals, at all levels, in relation to their ECG interpretation skills. Across laboratory and other medical imaging practices, reporting of clinical findings is conducted through trained and tested personnel. Techniques to enhance the teaching and learning of ECG interpretation should incorporate the following recommendations: Learning packages of ECG representations which have been informed from data corroborating the findings of ECG reports to cardiac autopsy proceedings; Teaching formats that integrate “reflection” and “deliberate” practice; Active learning pedagogies that provide simulated scenario experiences, provide time efficient feedback and engage rigorous summative assessment formats.
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